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How everything began...

-  These days a sore bottom is an accepted part of cycling.
    Does it really have to be like that ?

-  Pregnant women are even more susceptible, but how 
    exactly ?

-  Is cycling good in general for pregnant women or is it 
    in fact dangerous ?

-  BUT: why give up cycling altogether, when it‘s possible 
    that the saddle is the problem ?

-  Do pregnant women need a special bike seat ?



Where is the problem...?

-  Ideas conceived without or before research, could actually 
    achieve the opposite effect !

-  The concept the saddle makes every move in unison with 
    you, cradles you like a cushion of air or spares your 
    sensitive areas, pretends to be an improvement, similar to 
    a soft Gel-Cushion.

-  Why don‘t we cut holes in our shoe soles then, when the 
    shoes pinch ?

-  In this way develop counterproductive, un-ergonomic
    products.



Research is the foundation of everything...

-  Before I even think about a concept or goals I first want  
    to know all the details !

-  Good research can avoid such serious mistakes.

-  From two points of view: experience and science

-  1. Experience: 
    Questioning pregnant cyclists over several weeks 
    (questionnaire), and a pressure analysis with pregnant 
    women

-   2. Science: 
    Anatomy and ergonomics studies
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What questions need to be resolved...

-  Does the anatomy of women‘s pelvis change measureably 
    during pregnancy or can she feel it so much, that the seat 
    must be adjusted frequently ?

-  The responses to the questionnaire indicate no changes 
    in the pelvis itself, just the expected changes: 
    
-  Weight in front increases - greater pressure, the volume 
    of the stomach makes bending the spine impossible and 
    cycling partially with abducted legs necessary.



-  Kathleen (left) and Betty (right). Notice that Kathleen 
    is more petite, but Betty as a prospective physiotherapist 
    sits better and has the stronger pelvic floor 
    (see figure of pressure).

Kathleen and Betty, measured by and with help from: Juliane Neuß

Kathleen

Betty

Juliane Neuß



Pressure analysis ...

-  The pressure analysis with pregnant women 
    corresponded in general to the reported results.

-  All pregnant women, at least in the 7. month, testified that 
    the pressure on the saddle nose increases a lot.

-  Although all of them placed their weight on their arms to 
    reduce the front pressure, the pressure figures could look 
    different.

-  Two groups become apparent from this: 
    Pelvic floor muscles in more (lower) or less (upper) 
    strengthened condition (here 3 examples of each with 4 
    women).

-  Of note is the consistently full load on the saddle nose, 
    which also results from a straight back, by sitting 
    correctly, for non-pregnant women too !

JennyKathleen -
4 weeks between the measuring

Betty -
4 weeks between the measuring

Beata



-  The female pelvis differs obviously from a male 
    pelvis: 

-  The skeletal structure from the lower pubic bone to the 
    ischium  curves outwards as widely as possible to open 
    the way for birth.

-  The acetabula show (more than males), distinctly down, 
    which explains why women more often have X-formed 
    legs, beside the learned behaviour wearing dresses 
    and skirts...

Anatomy of the pelvis...



-  The pressure analysis and questioning showed that a 
    saddle that fits a pregnant woman‘s needs is  also much 
    better for all women.

-  Pregnant women were considered the best subjects, 
    because they are more sensitive and forced to sit healthily 
    = with straight back. Only as long as the spine has its 
    natural double S-curve is its own health secure and can 
    the cushioning system protect the organs up to the brain.

-  Precise analysis by measuring and comparing male and 
    female pelvis followed. 

-  B, C, D mark the way from front to back - the bottom-
    touching bones.

-  The following diagrams demonstrate this measure:
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Measuring the pelvis in the Anatomical Collection, Charitè, Berlin
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-  These curves outline the way from the symphysis (front) 
    to the ischial tuberosity, or rather a bit behind them, left 
    to right, as the figure in side view.

-  3 typical curves of more than 20 measured pelvises 
    show, that women‘s pelvises are much more curved. 
    This means their pelvises only ever contact a plane 
    surface at a point.

-  This tendency is even higher the younger the bones are.

Curves of the ground-touching bones...



=  Operational ergonomics + Performance ergonomics

-  Operational ergonomics suits the body shape,
    Performance ergonomics suits the bio-mechanical 
    movement and the directions of action, which means the 
    physiology of the natural movement.

-  It means that before the seat is considered the entire 
    geometrical configuration of the bike must be suitable for 
    the cyclist. The next step is to think about the saddle form :

-  90° angle in the shoulder joint is important. Handlebar must not be too high. 
    This means max. 10 cm higher than the saddle. Otherwise back loses 
    support and slumps down, becoming rounded.
-  Saddle height should be high enough that the pedal cannot be reached with 
    the heel of the foot, only with the ball -important for the knee‘s health!
-  knee plumb line should be located above the pedal axis
-  Differs from Holland bike: this motion is like an upright walk. The handlebar 
    does not have a carrying function and should be low beside the legs !

Ergonomics and Geometrics...
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-  If one looks at the mostly narrow and convex bike seat 
    noses, it is clear that these saddles can only be suitable 
    for the upright position on a Holland bike.

-  An optimal pressure figure is produced, when one sits 
    totally wrong with the seat too low, the feet with the 
    instep or heel on the pedal turned to the sides and an 
    arched back (the worst possible position!).

-  For women there is no suitable saddle on the world 
    market yet.

-  MY GOAL: a saddle specifically for women, which suits 
    not just the body shape, but also the geometrically 
    correct position and movement direction and physiology.

Standard bike seats of today...

+ back round

+ arched back 
stemmed rearwards

Feet show to sides, 
Seat too low



-  First sketches as guideline and conversation plan.

-  Conversation of the collected measurements and 
    conclusions into a Clay model (picture above).

-  3D-scanning, rebuilding in Rhinoceros and milling in hard 
    foam (lower picture).

-  The hard foam model was tested and modified repeatedly 
    with several women - then converted into a 3D computer 
    model (Rhino) again.

Modelling...

Clay

CNC



-  With friendly sponsorship by the company 
    GebioMized from Münster, represented by 
    Daniel Schade und Juliane Neuß, I not only got a lot of 
    valuable information, but also materials.

-  With the help of my construction to fix the saddle base, 
    the prototype was cut by CNC from a dimensionally 
    stable elastic foam with shore grade 40.

Prototyping...



-  Larissa‘s bike is too short, and therefore she hunches her 
    shoulders up and tries to push her lumbar spine 
    rearwards.

-  After a short while the shoulders come down again and   
    the back tries to push even more rearwards. 

-  But her pregnancy and my prototype avoid the total 
    kyphosis (humpback).

-  The habit of pushing the body rearwards was stuck and 
    because of this the tip of the nose could be felt 
    unpleasantly.

-  After she was told to assume a hollow back posture, the 
    saddle became completely comfortable from front to back 
    instantly. 

Measuring the prototype...

 Larissa



-  Larissa‘s pressure figures from left to right above :

-  1. her own standard saddle, in which the pressure point 
    on the nose is remarkable.

-  2. the prototype with back pushed rearwards, awkward 
    posture with two pressure zones in front and back.

-  3. the prototype with straight back, evenly spread
    pressure over the largest surface possible.

-  The lower line showes from left to right: 
    Rita first with the prototype fixed too close to horizontal,
    second, with the angle inclining to the right. The last 
    picture is of me.

-  The figures show where is still a need for improvement:
    on the sides in the back and on the nose tip.

Refreshing figures...

  Larissa: 1. own saddle                 2. prototype wrong                      3. Prototype right

 Rita wrong                Rita right             myself



-  Contrary to the common opinion that the wider the saddle,  
    the better and more comfortable it is - if the seat is not 
    too low - one sits only on the nose, because of the leg 
    movement.

-  Above the prototype is shown before the improvement 
    with more width, impending the leg action, and with 
    higher nose tip.

-  The Rhino-model (bottom) shows the improved version 
    with enough space for the legs‘ movement.

-  The nose tip, where the curve of ground-touching bones 
    ends, is rounder.

Improvement of the prototype...

Proto 1

Proto 2



-  All muscles, blood vessels and nerves included and 
    respected, the legs get enough space to move. 

-  The necessary dynamic movement of the pelvis during 
    cycling is allowed without the possibility of a humpback. 
    If she tries, she glides onto the tip, which is no longer
    comfortable. 

-  For particularly markedly bent pelvic curves there is 
    them possibility to add a special padded coat to individu-
    alize the curve. The photo shows only a rough model, 
    which is much too chunky, just as an idea sketch. 

Improved version of the prototype...

good position bad position



-  Even though I didn‘t advise them, the test cyclists sit with 
    a straight back.

-  The subjective impression is very positive as well.

-  The saddle adapts to the pelvis form, particularly on the 
    saddle nose. An additional padded coat was not requested 
    yet.

-  The relatively hard elastic foam makes the stabilisation 
    of the bone structure possible and protects the sensitive 
    soft parts.

-  If the shape suits, the hardness is no concern.

Last tests on living subjects...



-  The anatomically correct shape needs an aestetic update 
    to be attractive.

-  This surface design, here sewn as a coat, gives it the 
    appearance of a streamlined complete form.

-  This model coat is made from clothing textile with the 
    appearance of leather sewn on an old domestic sewing 
    machine - no professional result.

-  the wrinkles and crude stitching didn‘t satisfy me really...

Designing the surface...



-  With the help and sponsorship of Saddlery Jens Günther 
    I was able to finish the surface professionally.

-  There I got not only the right material, time and advice...

-  ... but also the confidence that I can handle the 
    industrial sewing mashine...

Preparation of the surface...



-  This bielastical synthetic leather is among other things:
 -  UV-, sweat-,  and urine-resistant,
 -  tearproof, eudermic, waterproof
 -  and useful for the ride near the coast :
 -  seawater-proof
-  smooth edges and clean stitching no longer distract 
    from the basic design.

Refinement of the surface...



Versions...

-  An additional coat, here just a rough model, is easily 
    designed, because the stitching is always more stressed. 

-  The coat is here just a concept but it shows that a coat 
    can be fitted very well because of the specific form. 
    It does not slip and provides an easy way to individualize.




